After 8
FOR YOUTH & THE YOUNG AT HEART
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The theme for this week’s activity sheet is quite apt in the
current circumstances; it is:

When life is

DID YOU KNOW?
Did you realise that upside down
houses were a thing?
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AN IMPOSSIBLE TASK
Want a challenge in your heaps of spare time, then find an old jigsaw,
hide the box away and join the pieces together upside down! Can you
do it?
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WORD PUZZLE
Think of a 4-letter word for something seen in the winter (lowercase). Turn it upside
down, and you'll name a device used with this thing. What is it?
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CALCULATOR FUN?
I am sure you’ve done this once or twice before but why not get a bit more
experimental! Grab a calculator and have a go at following the different tasks. The
idea is that when you turn the calculator upside down you can read a word! When
you’ve done all 3, why not then have a go at making your own!



Task 1
 enter 6.2
 multiply this by itself
 add 0.23
 divide by 50
 turn the calculator
upside down, and you
have a friendly greeting!

Task 2 How about a nice breakfast?

Task 3 is for animal lovers :








multiply 17 by 2
multiply by 1000
divide by 6
throw away the part to the
right of the decimal
subtract 3
Mmm! Delicious! But be sure to
throw the ( 68 x 68 - 7 ) x 5 x 5
x 5 + 220 in the trash!



Does the ( 19 + 19 - 1 ) x 19 + 2 x 3 x 5



have (47 x 47 + 10 x 10 ) x 5 x 5 - 3 x 3



or (47 x 10 + 47 x 10 + 47 x 10 + 47 x 10 - 1) x 3 ?
or lay 7 x (800 + 9)?
https://youtu.be/MhmhhkH1dG4
Is there one in your neighbourhood
1 / 50 ?








What about the 2 x 13 x 13 ?
Or the 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 101 - 3000?
The (50 x 50 x 3 + 1) x 6 - (50 x 50 x 4)?
(Of course, the plural of (50 x 50 x 3 + 1) x 6 - (50 x 50
x 4) is (8 - 1) x 8 x ( 8 x ( 8 x (8 + 1 + 1) - 1 ) - 1 ), isn't
it.)
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Tasks used from:
https://www.dr-mikes-mathgames-for-kids.com/calculatorword-game-upside-down.html

GAME
HEAD CATCH! Some people will hopefully remember this game from
youth club, but if you are new to us then here is a quick rundown of
the rules. All you need is a soft ball to play. All players need to go in a
big circle, with one player in the centre. The centre person is the
thrower and their job is to throw the ball at different people around
the circle whilst shouting an instruction. The instruction is either
‘Head’ or ‘Catch’. However, there is a twist. If ‘Head’ is shouted you
have to catch the ball and throw it back to the central player. If ‘Catch’
is shouted you have to header the ball back to the central player!
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FOR A LAUGH

Why not do something silly and have a go at wearing your clothes upside down!
Use you trousers as a shirt; your underwear as a hat; your shirt as trousers;
shoes on your hands; & so on! Take a picture and show your friends!!!
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QUESTION TIME

Do you feel like life feels ‘upside down’ atm?

Do you sometimes think ‘Why does all the bad stuff happen to me?’ or ‘Why do
all the bad things happen at once?’
Have you ever felt wronged or miss-treated, like this world just isn’t fair?

8
All over the world there is persecution, war, disease, oppression and natural
disasters that turn people’s lives ‘upside down’. Last week’s video told the story of a
man called Moses, and the oppression of the Israelites by the Egyptians, and their
escape to freedom as led by Moses under the direction of God. Before their escape,
the Egyptians had made life very hard for the Israelites, treating them as slaves
and killing their baby sons. They were oppressed out of greed, control and malice.
A lot of people in many parts of the world are oppressed, living their lives ‘upside
down’. Slavery, natural disasters, disease, war, racism, discrimination, oppression and
persecution make life not just hard but really hard for these people.
Likewise, this year has also brought new oppression… From ridiculous high winds to
flooded homes; from high unemployment to being stuck at home; from bushfires to
helicopter crashes; from destroyed harvests to terrorist attacks; from persecution
of Christians to the death of loved ones…
But things can change.
It is what we do in these situations and after these situations that matters. At this
time when all our lives are upside down let’s remember those less well off then
ourselves and do something to help them. Let’s also see our own obstacles and
problems and recognise how we might overcome them.

POVERTY
Around 686,806,700 people live
in extreme poverty
PERSECUTION

HUNGER

1 in 9 Christians are extremely
persecuted (oppressed because
of their faith)

Around 9 million people die of hunger every
year.
A child dies every 10 seconds from hunger.

11 Christians die a day because
of their faith.

HOMELESS
It was estimated that in 2015 there
was around 150 million people
homeless worldwide.

ORPHANS



There are around 153
million orphans worldwide.
Every day, an estimated 5,700
more children become orphans.

They also estimated in 2015 those
living in inadequate shelter to be 1.6
billion worldwide.

PERSECUTION
Open Doors are a charity that helps persecuted
Christians all round the world. Many Christians have
to meet in secret to avoid being found out, miming
songs, memorising the bible, and meeting at night
in the dark.
Why not meet in the dark and quiet
with your household, to think about
these people and see how hard it is to
do things quietly!
ORPHANS
Children of All Nations is a not for profit
organisation that helps match orphans
with new families from all over the
world!

POVERTY
There are many people and organisations that are
trying to reduce and end poverty. Some of these are:






Tearfund
Oxfam
Christian Aid
Mary’s Meals
Toilet Twinning

Why not raise money and sponsor one
of these organisations-this might look
like buying a goat for a family;
paying for a child’s teaching and
meals; or twinning your loo!
HUNGER
Hunger is a problem that
doesn’t just happen in other
countries, but is very much
oppressing those in the UK.

Why not raise some money
and support a child or even
adopt one into your family?
HOMELESS
The Salvation Army run amazing events, activities, cafes and shelters for
those who are in need. Why not do a Salvation Army
Challenge (see their website for more details)?

Why not volunteer at
your local Foodbank
or collect food for
them!
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LISTEN

A FINAL PUZZLE

10

See how some youth are making
a difference in their school!

Still looking for some more things to do
with your time….

Here first hand from young
people their struggles with
poverty.

Why not see if you can work out some
of these acronyms! They are all to do
with the Bible.

Follow the link:
https://youtu.be/aBVYA-3ASt0

For example, 12D stands for 12 disciples.
66 BITB
12 SOJ
c) 5 LA2F
d) 40 DITW
e) 10 C
a)

b)

Every Sunday after 8pm, we release a short video for a bit of fun and a laugh for you at home. We explore the
thought mentioned in the activity sheet a bit more and show you some more cool things you can try at home!
To watch the video, just visit our Youtube Channel ‘Time After 8’, and watch the latest video!
THE NEXT VIDEO WILL BE PREMIERED THIS SUNDAY AT 8PM, AND IS WELL WORTH A LOOK!

3. Wool
10. a) 66 Books In The Bible b) 12 Sons of Jacob c) 5 Loaves and 2 Fishes d) 40 Days In The
Wilderness e) 10 Commandments

